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Alpine-style climbing continues to develop, both in terms of the number
of people practising it and in terms of difficulty. In the European Alps
there seems to have been a definite change of emphasis since the mid
'70s. In the post-war years the emphasis was on rock-thus the
achievements of Brown and Whillans in the 1950s. In the '70s it moved
to ice and mixed climbs, helped by important improvements in ice
climbing equipment. Now the emphasis seems to have shifted back to
very fast ascents of rock climbs in PAs.

Events in the Himalaya are summarised in a number of pieces.
Despite the success of Alpine-style climbing with small teams in the
Himalaya many large expeditions continue to take the field. Mike
Cheney refers to one, the successful 1982 Canadian Everest Expedition,
as 'the most outrageously commercial expedition to climb a major peak
in Nepal'. Another type of commercial expedition-those run by experts
specifically to get Himalayan novices up peaks-have already made
their appearance and are a feature of the mountaineering scene which
might well increase in future years.

On the other hand it is clear from the last few years that it is possible
for strong climbers with no previous Himalayan experience to organise
small expeditions and achieve outstanding success. Events move
quickly; very few years ago climbing the Shroud or the Dru couloir as
one's first Alpine route was newsworthy. It now seems that instant
success in the greater ranges is necessary. It is certainly possible, given
luck. Gasherbrum II was climbed Alpine-style in 1981 by a French team
who claimed to have no great Himalayan experience.But there are many
uncontrollable factors which must coincide in the Himalaya if success is
to be possible.

Two trends perhaps worth mentioning are the emergence of all
Sherpa expeditions and the growing interest in Himalayan winter
climbing. There has been a difference between the way the Sherpas
viewed mountaineering and the way visiting climbers viewed it. It will
be interesting to see whether this difference persists in the future or not.
The increasing interest in Himalayan winter climbing may simply be
due to a growing interest in avalanches, spindrift, wind and the whole
winter scene. Certainly improved equipment has made the Himalayan
winter a less outrageous proposition but it may be that this is the only
way to avoid the long waiting lists that now 'exist for 'big name'
mountains such as Everest. Certainly winter climbing has mushroomed
in popularity in the European Alps over the last few years, for not
dissimilar reasons; both because it is a very different game in winter and
because there are far fewer climbers about.
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For British mountaineering, 1982 was a tragic year with the deaths of
several young climbers. Among these were Pete Boardman, Joe Tasker
and Alex MacIntyre, the outstanding British mountaineers of their
generation and amongst the finest in the world. Obituaries appear
elsewhere in these pages. These deaths have inevitably aroused not only
remorse but argument and disagreement within the mountaineering
world as to the dangers of hard Alpine-style climbing in the Himalaya.
Observers have looked back to the '30s for comparisons; as the
breakthrough onto the Alpine N faces caused a number of tragedies
then, so is the pace of Himalayan development today. It is also a feature
of our sport that it is those who are the best, and therefore at the
forefront, who die tragically. It is an unfortunate feature, but seemingly
an unavoidable one. Whillans once expressed the view, if I am not
misrepresenting him, that to die on the mountain was to wipe out all
one's previous achievements; Dougal Haston expressed the belief that
one became an experienced mountaineer by being lucky enough to
survive many dangerous situations. Just how much danger one is
prepared to accept is a matter for the individual. Certainly it is beyond
doubt that Boardman, Tasker and MacIntyre knew what they were
doing and grasped its implications completely. They were not persuaded
or cajoled.

In this respect it is perhaps a healthy thing that mountaineering differs
from some other sports in that there is still little money to be made out of
it and precious little fame. So long as the mass media have little
importance in mountaineering, decisions are free from complications.
The only media influences at present are the magazines, and it is an
important feature of these that they are run by experienced and
knowledgeable mountaineers. One editor, who was unusually influential
during the early '70s, has wondered whether his encouragement of hard
Alpine-style climbing then is not partly to blame for the tragedies in the
Himalaya now; whether progress has not after all been too fast. But in
this he is unfair to himself. It is right and healthy that progress should go
on-so long as mountaineering decisions are not blurred by extraneous
factors. If the showing of climbing on TV, which trivialises nearly
everything it touches (and the danger signs are there), or openly
competitive climbing, ever became a prevalent influence this might not
be the case. It might then be right to criticise the dangers of Himalayan
climbing. But as things stand it would be presumptuous for anyone to
criticise Tasker's, Boardman's or MacIntyre's views of what is or is not
a justifiable risk.

Finally, it is all too easy to criticise Alpine-style or semi-Alpine-style
Himalayan climbing by pointing to recent tragedies, and forget that
accidents continue to happen on large 'traditional' expeditions too. As
far as I am aware no-one has gathered sufficient evidence to show
whether the modern styles of Himalayan climbing are statistically more
dangerous or not.
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